Experience the durability and mobility of Luxor’s new Two-Shelf Collapsible Wire Utility Cart - a uniquely flexible and versatile unit that’s perfect for kitchens, offices, warehouses, and restaurants. Constructed of heavy-duty steel with a polished chrome finish, this utility cart easily maneuvers loads up to 200 lbs. Its open design and two large wire shelves increase ventilation, reduce dust, and provide plenty of room for adding and removing stored items. When not in use, this multipurpose cart easily folds for storage or transportation. This utility cart is shipped in one box and only requires attaching casters and locking shelves in place for assembly. Take advantage of the Two-Shelf Collapsible Wire Utility Cart’s unrivaled strength, flexibility, and ease of use.

Features:
- Ideal for industrial or commercial use
- Single tubular handle for safe transport
- Ships ground in one box
- Minimal assembly required - simply attach casters
- Shelves easily collapse for storage or transportation
- Overall Dimensions: 33.75” W x 19.5” D x 39.5” H
- Holds up to 200 lbs. (100 lbs. per shelf) evenly distributed
- Constructed of steel with a polished chrome finish
- Four 4” Thermoplastic Rubber (TPR) casters, two with locking brakes
- 20.7” of space between top and bottom shelves